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ALLEN DEVINATZ 6, 7] , and in the present one, investigated some important classical problems. Even in these cases it is not completely clear how much is true, although we suspect a good deal more is true than we have been able to prove. Certain basic similarities appear in the special cases that make it clear that some form of a general theorem exists which cover all of these special cases, but we have not as yet been able to devise a general proof that would cover all of the situations we have considered.
Nevertheless, we have felt the special eases to be of sufficient interest to warrant a presentation.
In the present paper we shall be concerned with the problem of extensions of positive definite functions. Suppose /(x) is a continuous complex valued function defined on the interval ( -2 a, 2 a) with the property that for any set {xk}~ c ( -a, a) and {~k}~ any set of complex numbers, ~ ~,~k/(X,--Xk)>~O.
In [10] M. Krein proved that such a function could be extended continuously to the whole real axis so as to retain the positive definite property (1.1) (see also [5] and [15] ) and hence, by Bochner's theorem [3; 74] , is a Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a non-negative measure. In general such an extension is not unique [9; 22-23] . As a special case of his considerations in [13] Krein obtained an analogous theorem if / is allowed to take values in the space of n• n matrices.
The same question can be asked when the domain of / is changed in a suitable manner and the range is retained in the complex number field. For example the following could be asked: Let 
G be an Abelian, locally compact, topological group and Q a symmetric neighborhood o/ the identity. Let /(x) be a continuous complex valued /unction de/ined on 2 Q and satis/ying (1.1) /or {xk}cQ. Is it possible to extend /(x) to all o/ G so as to retain the positive de/inite character?
The answer to this question is in general in the negative since, as we shall show in w 7 by a very simple example, it is already not true for the circle group. For the additive group of integers, with the discrete topology, the question may be very easily answered in the affirmative.
For Euclidean space of any dimension, considered as an additive group under the usual topology, the answer to the above question is open. The problem appears to be a delicate one. By placing additional restrictions on the function / and the neighborhood Q we have been able to answer the question in the affirmative. For simplicity, we shall state our results for only two dimensions. THEOREM (1.1) 
Let Q be the open rectangle in the (xl, x~)-plane given by Ix~l<ak, k=l, 2, and f(x)=f(xl, x2) a continuous function on 2Q which satisfies

and Q1 the points o/ Q with non-negative components. Further let /(k)=/(kl, k2)be defined on Q and satisfy (1.1) on Q1-/I /(kl, 0 ) and f(O, k2) each has a unique positive definite extension to all of the integers, then there exists a unique measure dF such that
The above two theorems are the exact analogues of a theorem proved in [7] on two-parameter moment problems, although the different proofs depend very strongly on the particular situations. In w 6 we shall prove two more theorems along the lines of Theorem 1. For example, if Q is as in Theorem 1 and there exists an e>0 such that the restriction of f (xl, 0) to ( -2 a 1 + e, 2 a 1 -e) has a unique extension, then we may remove all restrictions on f(0, x2) and be able to prove that f(xl, x~)has a positive definite extension to the whole plane. We have not been able to prove analogues of the theorems in w 6 for the case of the two-parameter Hamburger moment problem.
The main difficulty encountered in proving these theorems is in the proving of the permutability of the canonical spectral measures of certain unbounded self-adjoint operators. The main part of this paper is devoted to this question and our results are obtained by a very careful examination of the domains of these operators.
The methods developed in this paper and in [6] can be used to considerably simplify certain portions of [4] and [5] . On the other hand, certain basic ideas of the latter papers have been used in the present one. In general, there is very little overlap of results.
We should remark that it is very easy to give necessary and sufficient conditions that a continuous function ] defined on a neighborhood Q of the origin may be written as a Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a non-negative measure. Let ~ be the linear space of finite trigonometric sums p (t, v) = ~ ~k et(Zkt+YkT),
where -oo < xk, Yk < co and -~ < t, x < cr 7// is a partially ordered space by taking /9 >~ 0 if 20 (t, 3)/> 0 for all t, 3. Let ~/0 be the linear subspaee of ~ consisting of those trigonometric sums for which {(xk, Yk)} c Q.
Let L be the linear functional defined on 7/10 by the equation
If L(p)/>O whenever p~>O, then it is known that L may be extended to all of so as to retain this property. The function
.F (x, y) = L (e ~(~t + ~t))
gives a continuous positive definite extension of / to the whole plane.
Conversely, it is clear that the condition L (p)>~ 0 whenever p >/0 is a necessary condition for / to be a Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a non-negative measure.
Preliminaries
To prove our results we shall use the methods of operators in Hilbert space.
The fact that functions satisfying (1.1) could be used to construct an inner product on a function space has been a very effective tool in many branches of mathematics.
For problems closely allied to those of this paper it has been used by A. Devinatz [5, 6] and M. Krein [11, 13] . General theories concerning non-negative quadratic forms have been constructed by N. Aronszajn [2] and M. Krein [14] . In this paper we shall follow the exposition in [2] as being most suitable for our purposes.
Let E be a set and K(x, y) a complex valued function defined on E• with the property that for any finite set {~k}l' of complex numbers and points {xk}~ ~_E, ~. ~j~kK(xk, xj)>~0. (2.1)
The main idea in constructing a linear space using the form (2.1) as a norm is as In this way we get a pre-Hilbert space which may be completed to a Hilbert space :~ of functions defined on E. An essential property of the space :~ is that if g E :~
and Ky (x) = K (x, y) then g (y)= (g, Ky). If a kernel K(x,y) satisfies (2.1) we shall write K(x,y)~0 or simply K>0.
If K 2 -K~ ~ 0 we shall write K 1 < K~.
Necessary lemmas
Suppose that Q is an open symmetric neighborhood of the origin in the plane 
If x and x+s both belong to Q, then it is clear g~,r(X)=gr(x-s).
Hence, since convergence in the strong topology of :~ implies pointwise convergence we get
This shows D7 is dense in :~ since ~0 is dense in :~. Hence DI= A~ exists. (1) Next let g E • (D1) and for fixed y set ]y+t (x) = / (x-y-t), provided the latter
As r 2 --> 0, f~.r --) ]~,,,u and we get -i (A~ g./~.r,u) =---[g (y + ,lu) -g (y)], rl (1) We have used here a technique similar to that used in [8] .
and as r t --> 0, /~,,,u --) [y. Hence,
Ox--~'
which ghows that D 1 --A 1. Since A t is clearly a closed operator (convergence in the norm of ~ implies uniform pointwise convergence!) it follows that At=A~*=D~. Since B~* is the closure of BI, we have completed the proof of the lemma.
Let rn be a sequence of non-zero real numbers such that r.-->0 and 01 the manifold of functions of the form ,f
gr. rn gtu d t. o
If we follow through the proof of Lemma 3.1 step by step we arrive at the following. 
If in all of our previous discussion we interchange the subscript 1 with the subscript 2, the corresponding lemmas will be valid for D~. This will lead to the following lemma. Hence, because of the inequalities satisfied by D t we have the conditions (3.3).
To prove the sufficiency we simply note by the computations of the above paragraph that the inequalities (3.3) imply
for any element in the manifold ~-)1" By Lemma 3.2 we .get this inequality for every element in /)(D1) which completes the proof of suffiei~nc~r. J 9 Let us now define an operator J on :~ by the formula
This is a conjugation operator (see [5; 470] 
where c is a finite real number. It is clear that g E ~1 ~(H[') and the class of such = fix,/y-~u) = (fx, u (xn)h.).
Since this is true for every x E Q we have our lemma.
If we repeat the arguments of Lemma 3.5 for a self-adjoint extension of D e we get a group of unitary operators U (x v) with the same properties as described in the lemma for the second variable. Let us suppose for the moment that for every x 1 and x 2 U(XlU ) U(x2v)= U(x2v ) U (XlU).
(3.5)
If we set U(x)= U(xlu ) U(x2v), then U(x) is a group of unitary operators and for
is a continuous positive definite extension /(x) to the whole plane.
The main difficulty in the problem posed in w is the proof of the relation (3.5).
The restrictions we put on /(x) in theorem 1 allow us to prove this relation.
If we restrict ourselves to the one-dimensional ease the lemmas analogous to those we have been proving in this section would allow us to show that any contin- Let ~o be the the set of elements in ~2 (dE) for which G E ~o implies (-a,a) .
There exists a unitary map U between ~ and :~, the correspondence being given by (see [4: 61]) 
h(x)= f e~XtH(t)dF(t), x6(-a,a)
Ilhll ~= flH(t)l~dF(O,
-
Proof of Theorem 1
The first point in the proof will be to notice that the operators D 1 and D 2 are self-adjoint. For, the deficiency spaces of D1, say, are the class of elements in :~ which satisfy D~ g = i g, D~ h = -ih, respectively. Let us look at the first of these equations, ag( The operator A~' is closed, but we do not know, as yet, that it is symmetric.
Symmetry, together with the above relation would imply that A~' is self-adjoint.
We shall now show that the conditions put on / in Theorem I imply that A~' is self-adjoint.
A"* .... = A~'** The operator ~ is closed and symmetric and since As is closed, As
In order to show that A~" is self-adjoint we shall show that the deficiency spaces coimected with the symmetric operator A~'* consist only of the zero element. Now, for any closed symmetric operator T, the deficiency spaces consist of those elements which satisfy the relations T*g=ig, T'h=-ih, respectively. Hence, in our situat (1) As is the tensor product I | A2, where I is the identity operator in the one dimensional space generated by e -x~ and A s is the differential operator on ~a, the space generated by / (0, x~ -y). Hence A'e is self-adjeint if and only if As is self-adjoint. tion let us consider, for example, those g E:~ 8 such that A~'**g= A'2" g=ig. Solving this partial differential equation yields g (x) = e -x' g (x 2 v). For any fixed xl, it follows by Theorem A that g~, (x2)=g (Xl, x2) belongs to the space generated by the kernel Kxl(x2, y2)=K((Xl, x2) , (Xl, y2))=(l+e -2xl) /(0, x~-y~). Since /(0, x2) has a unique positive definitive extension it follows that the function (l+e -2x') /(0, x2) has a unique positive definite extension. Hence, by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.7, the only element g in the space generated by Kx, which satisfies -idg/d x~ = i g must be the zero element. Consequently, gx, (x2)=g (Xl, x2)=0. By the same reasoning the only solution is an extension of /(x).
Finally, the unicity of the extension of f (x) follows by a two-dimensional analogue of the argument in Lemma 3.7. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem r
We shall start with the proof of two lemmas. In the next two lemmas the symbols j, k, n will be integers. 
( V vj, v~) = (U /aj, /~k) =re 2"u d (W -1E (t) W /~j, /~k). 0
Hence dF=dW-~EW is the canonical resolution of the identity of U. Now, for --n <~ ]c ~< n, 
(E (t) Go,/eo)~ = d (~' (t) to,/o).
By a general Theorem [4; 61], the space :~ is the set of all functions
g (x) = ~ e ~xt G (t) d (F (t) fo,/o), -co xE(-a, a)
with G E ~s (d (F (t)/o, fo)), and
II g II 3 = ~ [G (t)I s d (F (t) f~ fo). -oo
By the same general theorem, ~s (d (F (t) fo,/o)) = ~ (d (E (t) ho, ho)e) is generated by elements of the form ~e e ~ykt, k=l where Sk is a complex number and Yk E (-a+ e, a-e). Hence, the lemma is proved. We get therefore
E~ (t) h' -h = Us [E~ (t) h' -h].
Since I-U 2 has as inverse we must have h=E 1 (t)h' which proves the fact that
EI(t)h'ETD(V2).
Using this fact and (6.4) we get E1 (t) rs~_ rs El (0, since in (6.4) h' runs over a dense set in O (Vs). Hence E 1 (t) D s c:: D2 E1 (t).
(6.5)
Let E, =E 1 (n)-E I (0-) and let ~n be the range of E,. From (6.5)it follows that 7n~ reduces D2 and therefore D~. Further ~. reduces H 1 to a bounded selfadjoint. If we now follow through the argument of the latter part of the proof of Theorem 2 we will have completed the proof of Theorem 3.
The circle group case
We shall here give an example which shows that the general extension problem formulated in w 1 is not true for the circle group. Let /(x) be an analytic positive definite function defined on the real axis which is not periodic. Let /1 (x) be the restriction of ] (x) to the interval -a < x < a, where 0 < a < g. Let F (e ~) =/1 (x); then 
